X-ray study of myosin heads in contracting frog skeletal muscle.
Using synchrotron radiation, the behaviour of the diffuse X-ray scatter was investigated in the relaxed and active phases of auxotonic and isometric contractions. Muscles were stimulated tetanically for 0.75 of a second, leaving intervals of three minutes between successive contractions. In isometric contractions the scatter is very asymmetric, which means that the myosin heads have a strongly preferred orientation. During tension rise the scatter expands in the meridional direction and contracts in the equatorial direction, the maximal local intensity change being about 20%. The shape change indicates that on average the myosin heads become oriented more perpendicularly to the fibre axis. The distribution of orientations at peak tension is quite different from that we found previously in X-ray scattering data from rigor muscles. In auxotonic contractions where muscles shorten against an increasing tension the scatter is practically circularly symmetrical. This suggests that during shortening the myosin heads go evenly through a wide range of orientations. It is concluded that the results from both the auxotonic and isometric experiments provide strong support for the rotating myosin head model. In isometric contractions the transition between the relaxed phase and peak tension is accompanied by an overall increase in scattering intensity of about 10%: this corresponds to a relative increase in the fraction of disordered myosin heads by almost 30%.